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Abstract
Effects of positive flame stretch on the laminar
burning velocities of wet carbon-monoxide/air flames at
normal temperature and pressure were studied both
experimentally and computationally. Measurements and
numerical simulations considered outwardly-propagating
spherical laminar premixed flames having both stable
and unstable preferential-diffusion behavior. Test
conditions included concentrations of hydrogen in the
fuel mixture of 3-50% by volume, fuel equivalence
ratios of 0.6-5.0, Karlovitz numbers of 0-0.91 and
laminar burning velocities corrected to unstretched
(plane) flame conditions of 130-1730 mm/s. Both
measured and predicted ratios of unstretched (plane) to
stretched laminar burning velocities varied linearly with
Karlovitz numbers, yielding Markstein numbers in the
range -6.5 to 7.6, reaching largest values near limits for
the largest hydrogen concentrations in the fuel mixture.
Effects of stretch on laminar burning velocities were
modest at low hydrogen concentrations but approached
earlier observations for hydrogen/air flames as hydrogen
concentrations increased. Present and earlier stretch-
corrected measurements of the laminar burning
velocities and Markstein numbers for unstretched (plane)
flames were generally in good agreement, aside from
some exceptions at conditions where Markstein
numbers were large. Predicted and measured
unstretched laminar burning velocities and Markstein
numbers were in fair agreement, using a chemical
reaction mechanism due to Kim et al. (1994);
nevertheless, additional development of the mechanism
is needed to improve predictions of Markstein numbers
over the test range, and unstretched laminar burning
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Introduction
Recent experimental and computational studies of
effects of flame stretch on laminar premixed flames
involving hydrogen/ oxygen/nitrogen and
hydrocarbon/air mixtures (H/O/N mixtures) in this
laboratory,1'* were extended to consider wet carbon-
monoxide/air flames (C/H/O/N mixtures) at normal
temperature and pressure (NTP). The study involved
experimental observations of outwardly-propagating
spherical flames in order to find laminar burning
velocities as a function of flame stretch (represented by
the Karlovitz number), the sensitivity of laminar
burning velocities to flame stretch (represented by the
Markstein number), and the fundamental laminar
burning velocities of unstretched (plane) flames, fe
addition, the measurements were used to evaluate a
recently proposed C/H/O chemical reaction rate
mechanism due to Yetter and coworkers,5-6 based on
corresponding numerical simulations of outwardly-
propagating spherical flames that were analyzed in the
same manner as the measurements.
Aspects of the interactions between flame stretch
and the structure, stability and speed of laminar
premixed flames are discussed in several review
articles.7"10 An important rinding of recent studies is
that interactions between the preferential diffusion of
heat and various species, and flame stretch, ate
unusually significant,1"4-7'19 which affects the rate of
distortion of flame surfaces by turbulence, and thus the
propagation of turbulent flames, even in strongly
turbulent environments.1 These results also suggest
that past measurements of laminar burning velocities,
which are important for understanding and modeling
flame properties, should be assessed for effects of stretch
that are invariably present when these properties are
measured. Finally, the sensitivity of premixed laminar
flames to stretch, which is conveniently represented by
the Markstein number, provides a new flame parameter
that is potentially useful for understanding the
propagation and stability properties of laminar premixed
flames and for evaluating the performance of detailed
numerical simulations of their structure. Thus, there is
ample motivation to study the preferential
diffusion/stretch interactions of laminar premixed flames
at the present time.
The experiments reported here involved
observations of outwardly-propagating spherical flames
for conditions where 8^ « 1 and effects of ignition
disturbances and radiative heat losses were small. For
such conditions, effects of finite flame thickness,
curvature and unsteadiness are small,2 and the
relationship between the laminar burning velocity and
flame stretch can be represented conveniently by
combining an early proposal of Markstein20 with the
"local conditions" hypothesis of Kwon et al.,1 to yield
the following expression:
SL_/SL = 1 + MaKa (1)
where the dimensionless Karlovitz and Markstein
numbers characterize flame stretch, and the response of
the flame to stretch, as follows:
= L/S, (2)
while fct, is based on the laminar burning velocity and
the mass diffusivity of the fuel in the unburned gas (by
convention), as follows:
(3)
Several other proposals have been made to represent
effects of flame stretch on laminar burning velocities,
see Refs. 7, 8 and 15-19; nevertheless, Eqs. (l)-(3) are
particularly convenient because Ma has proven to be
relatively constant for wide ranges of Ka. Thus, SL»
and Ma provide concise measures of flame properties
that will be used to summarize the experimental and
computa-tional findings of the present investigation.
The properties of the laminar burning velocities of
wet carbon-monoxide/air flames at NTP were considered
during several previous experimental investigations, see
Refs. 17,21-27, and references cited therein. McLean et
al.17 studied outwardly-propagating spherical flames
similar to the present investigation, while using a
different extrapolation procedure to estimate unstretched
laminar burning velocities for hydrogen concentrations
of 5 and 50% by volume in the fuel mixture, however,
the response of these flames to stretch was not
quantified. Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos21 measured
laminar burning velocities using the counterflow twin-
flame technique (with an empirical extrapolation
procedure to estimate unstretched laminar burning
velocities ) and extinction strain rates; however, these
results were limited to lean flames and similar to Ref.
17, flame response to stretch was not quantified. Earlier
studies of laminar burning velocities, such as Refs. 22-
27 and references cited therein, did not consider effects of
stretch and yielded laminar burning velocities that
differed from stretch-corrected results as discussed by
McLean et al.17
Due to the importance of C/H/O chemistry for
most practical combustion processes, detailed numerical
simulations of wet carbon-monoxide/air flames, and
other reaction processes involving carbon monoxide in
the presence of hydrogen, have received considerable
attention. Past studies include the extensive work of
Dixon-Lewis and coworkers,1012* McLean et al.17 and
Olsson and Olsson29 for laminar premixed wet carbon-
monoxide/air flames as well as simulations of flow
reactor processes due to Kim et al.6 Similar to past
experimental work concerning wet carbon-monoxide/air
flames, however, these studies did not address flame
response to stretch.
Review of past work suggests that new
measurements and computations of the properties of wet
carbon-monoxide/air flames at NTP are needed,
emphasizing stretch-corrected laminar burning
velocities, in order to check past work and expand the
range of reactant mixtures considered, and the response
of these flames to stretch. Thus, the present
investigation had the following objectives: (1) to
measure the properties of outwardly-propagating
spherical flames of wet carbon-monoxide^ir mixtures at
NTP, (2) to complete corresponding numerical
simulations of the test flames, (3) to reduce both the
measurements and the numerical simulations to find
characteristic laminar flame properties (S^ and Ma), (4)
to compare the measurements and predictions with each
other and with earlier results in the literature, and (5) to
exploit the predictions of flame structure to gain insight
about prefer-ential-diffusion/flame-stretch interactions.
Present measurements were limited to conditions where
SV/T[« 1 and radiative heat losses were small, in order
to avoid problems of treating flame unsteadiness,
curvature and radiative transport; therefore, behavior near
flammability limits, quenching conditions and at very
small hydrogen concentrations could not be assessed.
The chemical reaction mechanism considered during the
numerical simulations was limited to the recent results
of Yetter and coworkers,5-6 which is typical of methods
used in the literature.
The present discussion begins with descriptions of
experimental and computational methods. Results are
then considered, treating flame stability and evolution,
burning-velocity/stretch interac-tions, Markstein
numbers, unstretched laminar burning velocities,
sensitivity analysis of the chemical reaction




The present experimental methods were similar to
Ref. 4. The measurements were carried out in a
spherical chamber having a volume of 0.024 m3 with an
inside diameter of 360 mm. Optical access was
provided by two 100 mm diameter quartz windows
mounted opposite one another. The chamber was
capable of operation over a pressure range extending
from complete vacuum up to a maximum of 3.4 Mpa.
The reactant mixture was prepared within a separate
chamber by adding gases, at appropriate partial
pressures, and then supplied to the test chamber to reach
an initial pressure of 1 atm for all tests reported here.
All motion of the test gases was allowed to decay so
that the gas was motionless when ignited. After
combustion was complete, the chamber was vented to
the laboratory exhaust system and then purged with dry
air to remove residual products prior to refilling for me
next test
The combustible mixture was spark-ignited at the
center of the chamber using electrodes extending across
the chamber at a 45° angle from the horizontal One
electrode was fixed while the other could be moved with
a micrometer having a positioning accuracy of 10 |im.
The tips of the electrodes were fine wires (tungsten wire
having a diameter of 250 pm and a tree length of 40
mm), with a spark gap varying from 1.5-2.5 mm (with
larger gaps used to ignite flames near limits where
ignition energies become large). The spark energy was
supplied by a high-voltage capacitor discharge circuit
having a variable capacitance (100-7000 pF) and voltage
(0-15 kV), and a discharge time of roughly 5 us. Spark
energies were adjusted by trial so mat they were close to
the minimum ignition energy (5-20 mJ, with the larger
values used near limits, as noted earlier), in order to
minimize effects of initial flame acceleration due to
excessive spark energies.
Instrumentation
Measurements involved observing the flames using
shadowgraph motion picture photography. The
shadowgraph system was based on a 100 W mercury
short arc lamp (ARC, HSA-150 HP), with the light
collimated by a pair of f6 parabolic reflectors having
focal lengths of 1220 mm. The flame images were
recorded using a 16 mm motion picture camera (Hycam,
Model K20 S45) operating at speeds up to 6000
pictures per second to yield exposure times as short as
16 \ts. Kodak Plus X and Tri X film were used for the
photographs, depending on the camera speed. The
framing rate of the camera was sensed electronically so
that ignition only occurred when the proper framing rate
was reached. The framing rate and the ignition pulse
were recorded using a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy
9400A) so that film records could be synchronized.
The film records were measured by projecting them
using an Athena Model 224 (MK VET) projector with
an overall magnification of the projected images of 4:1.
The flames were nearly spherical (maximum and
minimum diameters were within 10% of the mean
diameter) but were measured normal to the electrodes to
avoid the disturbances due to their presence. The
resolution of the flame diameter measurements generally
was better than 150 jjm.
Data Reduction
Measurements of laminar burning velocities were
limited to relatively small flames having diameters less
than 60 mm. For such conditions, the volume of
burned gas was less than 0.5% of the total chamber
volume so that the chamber pressure was constant
within 0.7%. Earlier laser velocimeter measurements
indicated that velocities within the unburned gas
corresponded to behavior expected for unconfined freely
propagating spherical flames;1 therefore, it was assumed
that effects of motion in the burned gas, and flow
disturbances due to the presence of the chamber walls,
were small.
Present measurements were limited to conditions
where Bo/if < 0.02 which implies negligible curvature
and transient effects associated with the thickness of
flame, as discussed by Tseng et al.2 (As noted in Ref. 2,
however, present results formally correspond to use of
the hot flame boundary reference frame, defined by
Clavin.7) In addition, rates of radiative heat loss were
less than 5% of the rate of chemical energy release
within the test flames, based on computations assuming
adiabatic flame conditions throughout the burned gas
region, and carried out as discussed by Siegal and
Howell.30 Finally, effects of energy release due to
ignition were small (less than 20 times the energy
release due to combustion) for conditions used to find
flame properties. For these conditions, Strehlow and
Savage31 show that the laminar burning velocity is
given by the following quasi-steady expression:
(4)
with a corresponding expression for K as follows:
K = (2/rf)drf/dt (5)
Following past practice,1"4 SL was found from Eq
(4) assuming adiabatic combustion at constant pressure
with the reactant temperature equal to the initial
temperature and with the same fuel-equivalence ratio in
the unburned and burned gases. Then, the density ratio
needed in Eq (4) was found by assuming thermodynamic
equilibrium in the combustion products for adiabatic,
constant pressure and constant fuel-equivalence ratio
combustion, using the CEC algorithm of Gordon and
McBride.32 It should be noted, however, that this is a
convention that ignores preferential-diffusion effects that
modify the local mixture fraction and thermal energy
transport for stretched flames and thus the local density
ratio pb/pB across the flames. This convention is
convenient because a single density ratio is used to
relate flame speeds and laminar burning velocities for all
levels of flame stretch, which avoids current
uncertainties about the effects of stretch on the jump
conditions across flames for particular conditions in the
unburned gas. Nevertheless, it should be recognized
that the density ratio computed in the present manner
only is appropriate for an unstretched (plane) flame.
Experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of
dr/dt and SL were less than 5 and 10%, respectively.
The higher uncertainty of SL reflects estimated
uncertainties in the basic density ratio of Eq. (4) due to
radiative heat losses, approach to equilibrium and
potential effects of the slight chamber pressure increase,
as well as effects of unsteadiness and radiative heat
losses in the burned gas as discussed by Lewis and von
Elbe.33 The corresponding uncertainties of Ka from
Eqs. (2) and (5) generally were less than 21%.
Test Conditions
Present test conditions and major results (p,/pb,
SL», Ka,,,,, and Ma) are summarized in Table 1. The test
range includes concentrations of hydrogen in the fuel
mixture of 3-50% by volume, fuel-equivalence ratios of
0.6-5.0, Karlovitz numbers of 0-0.91 and unstretched
laminar burning velocities of 130-1730 mm/s. It
should be noted, however, that some entries are
provisional as marked because they involved values of




The numerical simulations of outwardly-
propagating spherical flames were similar to past work
for hydrogen/air flames.4 The calculations were based
on the unsteady, one-dimensional governing equations
incorporated in the computer code RUN-1DL due to
Rogg.34 A second series of calculations for unstretched
(plane) flames were carried out using the steady, one-
dimensional laminar premixed flame computer code
PREMK due to Kee and coworkers.35"39 In both cases
thermochem-ical and transport properties were found
from Kee et al.,35"37 except for the thermochemical
properties of HO2 which were found from Kirn et al.6
All these properties were checked against original
sources. Similar to the measurements, effects of
radiation were ignored, and data were reduced from the
simulation only where rf was large enough so that
effects of initial conditions were negligible and 8n/rf <
0.02 Several transport approximations were considered;
the present calculations were carried out using the
mixture-averaged multicomponent transport
approximation plus thermal diffusion, but ignoring the
Dufour effect, as justified in the Appendix. Other
details concerning these calculations are reported in Ref.
4.
Chemical Reaction Mechanisms
Computations were limited to the chemical reaction
mechanism for C/H/O kinetics due to Kirn et al.6 The
potential importance of N/O chemistry was evaluated
based on the mechanism of Miller and Bowman;40
however, similar to earlier findings for hydrogen/air
flames,4 it was found that these reactions were not
important for the flame properties of interest here so
that N/O chemistry was ignored in order to minimize
the complexity of the chemical reaction mechanism.
The final reduced chemical reaction mechanism
(after eliminating N/O chemistry) due to Kim et al.6
involved 12 species and 30 reversible reactions, not
counting the range of third-body collision efficiencies
considered. The backward rates were found from
chemical equilibrium considerations using the
CHEMKIN package.37
Results and Discussion
Flame Stability and Evolution
Three kinds of flame surface instabilities were
observed during the present investigation: preferential-
diffusion instability, hydrodynamic instability and
buoyant instability. Preferential-diffusion instability
(stability) is associated with negative (positive)
Markstein numbers where bulges of the flame surface
that are concave (convex) toward the combustion
products have positive (negative) Karlovitz numbers
(analogous to Eq. (5) for spherical flames) and thus
increased (decreased) laminar burning velocities through
Eq. (1); as a result, the bulges grow (decay) and the
flame is unstable (stable) to preferential-diffusion
effects. Hydrodynamic and buoyant instabilities were
also observed; they are associated with accelerative
effects of a light gas toward a heavy gas and gravity,
respectively.
The typical appearance of the present flames at
various stability conditions can be seen from the flame
shadowgraphs appearing in Fig. 1. Four conditions are
illustrated: stable/hon-buoyant, where Ma = 7.6 yields
rather stable conditions so that the flame surface is
smooth; near-neutral/hon-buoyant, where Ma = -0.8 so
that marginal stability allows several crack-like
disturbances from the ignition process and the ignition
wires to persist throughout the period of flame
propagation; stable/buoyant, where Ma = 7.3 is large
enough to eliminate surface disturbances but the small
laminar burning velocity allows buoyancy to distort
the flame into an oblong shape; and
unstable/tionbuoyant, where Ma = -6.5 yields numerous
growing disturbances of the flame surface. The present
unstable flames generally exhibited a much slower
transition to the chaotically disturbed surface conditions
observed in hydrogen/air flames;114 instead, the
disturbances seen for unstable conditions were similar to
the early stages of hydrodynamic instability observed by
Groff41 and at larger radii for the present test
configuration.1"4 Thus, preferential diffusion instability
for present conditions manifests itself as an inability to
control hydrodynamic instabilities at relatively small
flame radii, which generally agrees with the preferential
diffusion instability growth mechanism described by
Clavin.7
Typical of past work,1"4 the onset of preferential
diffusion instability was sufficiently delayed so that
laminar burning velocities could be measured for a time
before surface irregularities appeared to significantly
modify the flame surface area. Similarly, the onset of
hydrodynamic and/or buoyant instabilities was always
observed at large radii so that these effects were not
significant for the range of flame sizes considered here.
Typical measurements of laminar burning
velocities as a function of flame radius are illustrated in
Fig. 2 These results are for a hydrogen concentration of
50% by volume in the fuel mixture but results at other
conditions were similar. Unstable preferential-diffusion
conditions (Ma < 0) are denoted by darkened symbols
while stable preferential-diffusion conditions are denoted
by open symbols; this practice will be adopted on all
subsequent plots. All these conditions involved
relatively mild preferential-diffusion instabilities so that
all measurements were carried out up to the rf = 30 mm
limit, even though some conditions are unstable.
Nevertheless, classicial preferential-diffusion behavior
can be seen with results for <j> = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.2
exhibiting unstable behavior where SL progressively
decreases with increasing rf (and thus decreasing Ka)
while results for <|> = 2.8, 4.0 and 4.5 exhibit stable
behavior where SL progressively increases with
increasing rf (and thus decreasing Ka). The fact that
these changes persist until large radii, involve both
increases and decreases of SL, and yield anticipated
corresponding stability behavior as discussed in
connection with Fig. 1, provides strong evidence that
these variations of SL are caused by preferential-
diffusion phenomena.
Burning Velocity/Stretch Interactions
Similar to past results,1"4 values of SL as a function
of Ka yielded linear plots according to Eq. (1), implying
values of Ma that were independent of Ka over the
present test range which could be extrapolated to Ka = 0
to estimate SL-. This procedure was used to find the
values of SL» and Ma summarized in Table 1. Then
given SL.., plots of SLJ'SL as a function of Ka can be
constructed as suggested by Eq. (1). The same
procedure was carried out for the numerically- simulated
outwardly-propagating spherical flames, which also
yielded values of SL>0 Ma and plots of the results
according to Eq. (1). Samples of these results are
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for low and high hydrogen
concentrations, respectively. Thus Figs. 3a and b ate
measured and predicted values of S^JS^ as a function of
Ka for a hydrogen concentration of 10% by volume in
the fuel mixture, while Figs. 4a and b are similar
results for a hydrogen concentration of 50% in the fuel
mixture. Results at other conditions over the present
range of experiments are similar.
The results illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 are similar
to past findings for hydrogen and hydrocarbon-fueled
flames at NTP.1"* Thus, the plots are linear yielding
values of Ma independent of Ka and varying only with
reactant mixture composition over the present test
range. It should be recalled, however, that the present
range of Ka is not close to extinction conditions (where
Ka would be on the order of unity, see Law3) where the
response of the flames to stretch is likely to differ.
Even for the modest range illustrated, Ka < 0.25,
however, effects of stretch are substantial with values of
SL~/SL varying in the range 0.6-2.2. Naturally, larger
values of SL_/SL are possible given larger values of Ka
than those used during the present investigation. Thus,
it is not surprising that effects of stretch on typical
hydrogen and hydrocarbon-fueled flames are sufficient to
modify the behavor of even very strongly turbulent
flames.1 Finally, the agreement between predictions and
measurements is not as good for earlier results for
hydrogen/air flames at NTP, with measurements tending
to show greater degrees of unstable behavior than
predicted. Comparisons between predictions and
measurements are easier to quantify using Markstein
numbers, however, which will be considered next.
Markstein Numbers
The measured values of Markstein numbers are
summarized in Table 1, while both measurements and
predictions over the entire test range are plotted in Fig.
5. For small concentrations of hydrogen in the fuel
mixture, < 5% by volume, present measurements of Ma
= 0 within experimental uncertainties (recall that results
at the extreme values of fuel-equivalence ratios involve
conditions outside planned tolerances for the present
experiments and are somewhat suspect as a result).
This behavior superfically agrees with qualitative ideas
about preferential diffusion effects because the mass
diffusivities of the major reactants (CO and O^) and the
diluent (Njj) are very similar. On the other hand,
hydrogen is crucial for carbon-monoxide oxidation so
that preferential diffusion of this fast-diffusing
substance, and other light radicals, might be expected to
cause greater sensitivity of these flames to stretch.
As hydrogen concentrations increase beyond 5% by
volume in the fuel mixture, the results illustrated in
Fig. 5 show that the sensitivity of the flames to stretch
increases, e.g., absolute values of Ma increase.
Uncertainties about the location of the neutral stability
condition are relatively large because the range of fuel-
equivalence ratios where Markstein numbers are small is
relatively broad. Nevertheless, neutral conditions are
observed near $ = 1 when the hydrogen concentration in
the fuel mixture is 50% by volume, which is not far
from the neutral condition of <j> = 0.7 found for pure
hydrogen/air flames at NTP.4
Comparisons between present values of Ma at large
the hydrogen concentrations illustrated in Fig. 5 and
results for pure hydrogen-fueled flames from Ref. 4
must be approached with caution because the values of
D, used to reduce the data differ. In particular, values of
D, have been selected for the major fuel component by
convention;1"4 thus, Da = 20.2 mm2/s for carbon-
monoxide in the present study and Da = 72.9 mm2/s for
hydrogen in Ref. 4. The effect of this difference in Da
on values of Ma and Ka can be seen by substituting 60
from Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) to yield:
= KDB/Sf,, (6)
It can be seen from Eq. (6) that present values of Ma
for wet carbon-monoxide/air flames are numerically 3.6
times larger than those of Ref. 4 for hydrogen/air flames
due to the different reference values of Dn used in the
two studies. Thus, absolute values of Ma for
hydrogen/air mixtures in Ref. 4 are significantly larger
than present results, even for hydrogen concentrations of
50% by volume in the fuel mixture, e.g., 2.80 times
larger at a fuel-equivalence ratio of 4.5. This behavior
is consistent with the generally weaker preferential
diffusion effects observed in the present study compared
to Ref. 4: flame surface distortions developed more
slowly for unstable preferential diffusion conditions and
similarly decayed more slowly for stable preferential
diffusion conditions.
Predictions and measurements are in reasonably
good qualitative agreement in Fig. 5, with predictions
correctly indicating a relatively slow variation of Ma
with (}> at small hydrogen concentrations in the fuel, the
tendency for unstable (stable) preferential diffusion
behavior at fuel-lean (fuel-rich) conditions, and the
tendency for absolute values of Markstein numbers to
increase as the concentration of hydrogen in the fuel
increases. The discrepancies between predictions and
measurements, however, generally are larger for present
wet carbon-monoxide/air flames than for the results of
Ref. 4 for hydrogen/air flames. In part, this behavior is
superficial because values of Ma are larger for the
present results due to the different values of Da used as
just discussed. In addition, the chemical reaction
mechanism used here involves more steps to consider
C/O reactions than the H/O system alone, with
corresponding increases in potential preferential
diffusion effects, so that some reduction of the accuracy
of predictions can be expected. Nevertheless, in view of
the novelty of Markstein numbers as a property of
laminar premixed flames, and the fact that development
of chemical reaction mechanisms has not involved
consideration of this property, there is an encouraging
degree of agreement between measurements and
predictions in Fig. 5.
Unstretched Laminar Burning Velocities
Values of laminar burning velocities from various
sources are plotted as a function of fuel-equivalence
ratio, with the concentration of hydrogen in the fuel
mixture as a parameter, in Fig. 6. Results illustrated in
the figure include the measurements of McLean et al.,17
Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos,21 Scholte and Vaags22
and the present investigation, along with the predictions
based on the kinetics of Kim et al.6 from the present
investigation. Except for the measurements of Scholte
and Vaags,22 all these results have been corrected to
provide estimates of the unstretched laminar burning
velocities of plane flames. The results of Scholte and
Vaags22 are in remarkably good agreement with the
stretch-corrected results; nevertheless, this agreement is
largely fortuitous as discussed by McLean et al.17 The
various stretch-corrected measurements are in
reasonably good agreement with each other, except for
fuel-rich conditions at larger hydrogen concentrations in
the fuel mixture. These conditions also involve
relatively large Markstein numbers, see Fig. 5, so mat
corrections for effects of stretch to find SL> probably
contribute to these discrepancies.
Maximum values of stretch-corrected laminar
burning velocities for wet carbon-monoxide/air flames
generally were reached for fuel-equivalence ratios in the
range 2.0-2.8, see Fig. 6 and Table 1. This behavior is
in good agreement with earlier stretch-corrected results
due to McLean et al.17 Nevertheless, since maximum
temperatures in these flames are achieved near the
stoichiometric mixture ratio, modeling this behavior
using simplified global one-step reaction concepts
appears to be problematical.
The comparison between present predictions and
measurements of unstretched laminar burning velocities
in Fig. 6 is reasonably good, including estimation of
fuel-equivalence ratios for maximum laminar burning
velocities and effects of added hydrogen concentrations
in the fuel mixture. This is particularly true for tow
concentrations of hydrogen in the fuel mixture, which
is encouraging due to the importance of the C/O
reactions that dominate these flames for practical
hydrocarbon combustion processes. As a result,
comments about the comparison between present
predictions and measurements generally parallel the
results of Ref. 4 for hydrogen/air flames. In particular,
predictions are quite good at fuel-lean conditions, with
somewhat larger discrepancies between predictions and
measurements at fuel-rich conditions . Thus, the
C/H/0 reaction mechanism of Kim et al.6 appears
satisfactory for many purposes even though
improvements at fuel-rich and hydrogen-rich conditions
would be desirable.
Sensitivity Analysis
Insight about the most important chemical
reactions needed to predict the laminar burning
velocities of unstretched wet carbon-monoxide/air
flames at NTP was sought by carrying out sensitivity
calculations using the methods described by Kee et al.,38
and Grcar et al.39 The results using the Kim et al.6
reaction mechanism are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 for
concentrations of hydrogen in the fuel mixture of 3 and
50%, respectively, which bound present measurements.
The findings pictured in these figures are normalized
sensitivities based on the unstretched mass burning rates
at <J> = 0.6, 0.8, 2.4, 3.0 and 5.0, which balances
results about the maximum laminar burning velocity
conditions. Results are presented in the figures for the
eight reactions exhibiting the largest sensitivities over
the present test range.
The reactions exhibiting the greatest sensitivities
over the test range in Figs. 7 and 8 are CO + OH = CO2
+ H, HO2 + H = 20H, H02+ H = H2 + O2, H + O2 =
O + OH and H2 + O = OH + H. Kim et al.6 attribute
moderate uncertainty factors to all these reactions, in the
range 1.5-2.0; therefore, they merit consideration in an
effort to reduce the discrepancies between the predictions
and measurements at fuel-rich conditions. In addition,
recent studies of CO + OH = CO2 + H reaction have
raised questions about past estimates of this reaction
rate constant that merit consideration, see the discussion
of McLean et al.17 The remaining reactions only
involve H/O chemistry and improvements that should
be considered here are not very different from the
discussion for hydrogen/air flames of Ref. 4.
Flame Structure/Stretch Interactions
The discrepancies between present predictions and
measurements were modest; therefore, the predictions
were used to provide some insight about effects of
stretch on flame structure. This methodology involved
numerical simulations of outwardly-propagating
spherical flames for nearly-neutral, unstable and stable
preferential- diffusion conditions. The effect of flame-
structure/stretch interactions was found by comparing
predicted results for moderate levels of stretch (Ka of
0.06 and 0.08) with corresponding predictions for
unstretched (plane) flames.
The predicted structure of stretched and unstretched
laminar premixed wet carbon-monoxide/air flames at
NTP are illustrated in Figs. 9-11 for for near-neutral,
unstable and stable preferential-diffusion conditions,
respectively. Results illustrated in the figures include
distributions of temperatures and species mole fractions
as a function of distance through the flames. The
origins of the length scales for both of unstretched and
stretched flames in these figures are arbitrary and the
latter do not represent the center of the outwardly-
propagating spherical flames.
The effect of stretch on laminar burning velocities
can be best seen from modifications of radical
concentrations near the hot boundary of the flames. As
a first example, consider the neutral conditions in Fig. 9
for <j> = 0.6 and 3% H2 by volume in the fuel mixture.
In this case, temperature distributions and the
maximum temperature are nearly the same for stretched
and unstretched flames, which yields nearly identical
distributions of radicals. As a result, it is not very
surprising that laminar burning velocities for the two
conditions are nearly the same and Ma = 0.
The response of flame structure to stretch for
unstable flames is illustrated in Fig. 10 for ij> = 0.6 and
50% H2 by volume in the fuel mixture. In this case,
finite levels of stretch cause flame temperatures to be
higher for the stretched flame (roughly 1900 K) than the
unstretched flame (roughly 1800 K). This behavior is
mainly caused by preferential diffusion where the faster
diffusion of hydrogen compared to oxygen causes the
flame to become more nearly stoichiometric (note the
relatively larger concentrations of water vapor compared
to carbon dioxide for the stretched flame in Fig. 10).
This causes radical concentrations in the reaction zone
of the stretched flame to increase compared to the
unstretched flame (for example, the maximum mole
fraction of OH is roughly 0.0063 in the stretched flame
but only 0.0053 in the unstretched flame) promoting
faster reaction rates and thus larger laminar burning
velocities in the stretched flame.
The response of flame structure to stretch for stable
flames is illustrated in Fig. 11 for <j> = 4.0 and 50% H2
by volume in the fuel mixture. In this case, finite
levels of stretch cause flame temperatures to be lower
for the stretched flame (roughly 1500 K) than for the
unstretched flame (roughly 1550 K). This behavior also
is due to effects of preferential diffusion, where the
faster diffusion of hydrogen compared to oxygen causes
the flame to become richer, decreasing the flame
temperature when the flame is stretched. This causes
radical concentrations in the reaction zone of the
stretched flame to decrease compared to the stretched
flame (for example, the maximum mole fraction of H is
roughly 0.020 in the stretched flame compared to
roughly 0.023 in the unstretched flame) promoting
slower reaction rates and thus smaller laminar burning
velocities for the stretched flame.
Effects of stretch on flame structure, and thus
laminar burning velocities, are more complex at
intermediate conditions than at the limiting conditions
illustrated in Figs. 9-11. In the intermediate regime,
effects of preferential diffusion of heat and mass and the
propensity for added hydrogen to increase radical
concentrations by dissociation to H even though flame
temperatures are decreasing, become factors similar to
the behavior of hydrogen/air flames discussed in Ref. 4.
Conclusions
Effects of positive stretch on the laminar burning
velocities and structure of wet carbon-monoxide/air
flames at NTP were studied experimentally and
computationally. The measurements involved
outwardly-propagating spherical flames using methods
developed earlier,1"* while computations involved
numerical simulations of the same flames using the
chemical reaction mechanism of Kim et al.6 Test
conditions included concentrations of hydrogen in the
fuel mixture of 3-50% by volume, fuel-equivalence
ratios of 0.6-5.0, Karlovitz numbers of 0-0.9 and
unstretched laminar burning velocities of 130-1730
mm/s. The major conclusions of the study are as
follows:
1. Preferential-diffusion/stretoh interactions correlated
reasonably well using the local-conditions
hypothesis similar to past work,1"4 yielding
Markstein numbers that were relatively independent
of Karlovitz numbers for present test conditions.
2. Effects of preferential-diffusion/stretch interactions
were substantial, yielding Markstein numbers of
-6.5 to 7.6, with corresponding variations of
Si^/SL of 0.6-2.3, reaching largest values near
limits for large hydrogen concentrations.
3. Present measurements of unstretched laminar
burning velocities were in good agreement with
earlier stretch-corrected measurements of McLean et
al.17 and Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos,21 with
greatest discrepancies observed where Markstein
numbers, and thus preferential- diffusion/stretch
interactions, were large.
4. Predicted and measured unstretched laminar burning
velocities and Markstein numbers were in fair
agreement, using the reaction mechanism of Kim et
al.,6 but additional development of the mechanism
is needed to improve predictions of Markstein
numbers over the test range and unstretched laminar
burning velocities for fuel-rich conditions at large
hydrogen concentrations.
5. Effects of preferential-diffusion instabilities were
properly observed at negative Markstein numbers
and caused progressive growth of disturbances of
the flame surfaces typical of hydrodynamic
instabilities relatively early in the flame
propagation process; nevertheless, disturbances of
the flame surfaces typical of hydrodynamic
instabilities were still observed at large flame radii
even when Markstein numbers were positive.
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Appendix:
Evaluation of Transport Approximations
The effect of transport model approximations on
the predictions of S^as a function of <{> for wet carbon-
monoxide/air flames at NTP did not vary significantly
with H2 concentration. Thus, typical behavior is
illustrated in Fig. 12 for a concentration of hydrogen in
the fuel mixture of 3% by volume. Four sets of
calculations are illustrated, involving progressively
more complete treatments of transport, as follows:
mixture-averaged multicomponent mass diffusion
(MIX), mixture-averaged multicomponent mass
diffusion plus thermal diffusion (MIX-TDIF), complete
multicomponent mass diffusion (MULT) and complete
multicomponent mass diffusion plus thermal diffusion
(MULT-TDIF). Computations for complete
multicomponent mass diffusion plus both thermal
diffusion and the Duflour effect were considered as well
but these results were identical to the MULT-TDIF
results, similar to earlier work,4 and were not considered
any further. The predictions illustrated in Fig. 12
indicate significant effects of thermal diffusion but with
differences between MULT-TDIF and MIX-TDIF
generally less than 10% for the present range of flame
conditions. These latter differences are comparable to
present experimental uncertainties; therefore, present
calculations were carried out using the MIX-TDIF
approach in order to control computer costs, similar to
earlier work.4
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1 CO/H2/air flames at NTP condition, (D_=20 2 mm!/s)
b Provisional results because &o/r, >0 02 for a portion of the data base
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Fig. 1 Photographs of flames for various stability
conditions.
Typical plots of laminar burning velocities as
a function of flame radius for H2 concentrations
in the fuel of 50% by volume.
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Fig. 3a Measured laminar burning velocities as a
function of Karlovitz numbers and fuel-
equivalence ratios for H2 concentrations in
the fuel of 10% by volume.
Fig. 3b Predicted laminar burning velocities as a
function of Karlovitz numbers and fuel-
equivalence ratios for H2 concentrations in
the fuel of 10% by volume.
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Fig. 4a Measured laminar burning velocities as a
function of Karlovitz numbers and fuel-
equivalence ratios for H2 concentrations in
the fuel of 50% by volume.
Fig. 4b Predicted laminar burning velocities as a
function of Karlovitz numbers and fuel-
equivalence ratios for H2 concentrations in
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Fig. 5 Measured and predicted Markstein numbers
as a function of fuel-equivalence ratios and
hydrogen concentrations in the fuel.
Fig. 6 Measured and predicted laminar burning
velocities as a function of fuel-equivalence
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NORMALIZED SENSITIVITY ON MASS BURNING RATE
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Fig. 7 Normalized sensitivities of kinetic
parameters for unstretched laminar burning
velocities at various fuel-equivalence ratios
for H2 concentrations in the fuel of 3% by
volume.
Fig. 8 Normalized sensitivities of kinetic
parameters for unstretched laminar burning
velocities at various fuel-equivalence ratios



























«7%CO*1XH2/AIR FLAME STRUCTURE 6«TP
CONTINUE
Fig.9a Predicted structure of anjratretehed flame Flg. 9b Pretfeted structure of a sttetched flame
conditions (3% H2 and $ = 0.6).
H%CO*50%H2/AIR FLAME STRUCTURE 0HTP
CONTINUE
Fig. lOa Predicted structure of an unstretched flame
for unstable preferential-dirrusion
conditions (50% H2 and 4> = 0.6).
DISTANCE (mm)
Fig. lOb Predicted structure of a stretched flame
(Ka-0.06) for unstable preferential-



























Fig. lla Predicted stricture of an unstretched flame Fig. lib Predicted structure of a stretched flame
for unstable preferential diffusion (Ka~ 0.06) for stable preferential-diffusion
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Fig. 12 Effect of transport model approximations
on unstretched laminar burning velocity
predictions for 3% H2 flames.
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